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The President

Colin Collyer

The first news for the month came as a bit of a shock. Harold Elliott passed
away. Those that went to Camperdown or Swan Hill in the 80’s will remember
Harold as a bit of a character, and also the Pelican he built, at 1:1 scale. I will
miss him, he had an interesting mind.

Not much to report this month, the committee meeting is covered elsewhere, this done from
memory, as my car was broken into, and the only thing stolen was my briefcase with all the
VARMS stuff in it. That included everyone’s address and phone numbers, and all the club going
on’s for the last 12 months or so. The police were contacted, the car was fingerprinted, the
security film checked, but no result yet. I guess if it has been dumped it would look a lot like
rubbish.
Malcolm
Buckmaster
offered
a
bookshelf for our shed, well, it arrived,
complete with a huge range of model
magazines, all in boxes in date order...
Wow, thanks Malcolm.
On the same subject, this stuff will be
formalized, gifted (it becomes VARMS
property), or loaned (no change of
ownership ), all in an effort to prevent
future disputes.
With all the wind we have had lately, I
got 2 nice sessions in last week,
Thursday evening and Saturday’s
Aerotow. Both times the road was dry
and the field looked a treat. Recon I will
get down on Thursdays more often
with daylight saving coming up.
And lastly, the Woodstock build group is about to get started - Sunday mornings at the field. The
starters I have are.... Kevin Stockdale from Geelong, Joseph K, David S, Brian S, John Lee,
Geoff Trone, David Weller and Bruce R. The plan is for some of these to be built entirely at the
field, so look, but don’t touch please.
Cheers
Col
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Behind the Scene...including VARMS Committee stuff
Nothing this month except the Committee Meeting, and apart from the usual stuff, we discussed:
General Meeting entertainment, with the main theme being guest speakers until October, when
we start having our meetings at the field again. After then we should be able to entertain
ourselves with some flying.
Foamies (Radian’s and the like). For each of the warmer months (Oct thru Apr), will have a
foamy duration comp, probably about 20 seconds motor, and last down is the winner. Also, the
VARMS trophy is going to run something similar, probably with the height limiting device, so a
foamy would be a good investment. I’m getting something for this.... sounds like fun!
The calendar. We talked about having a fly and feed on the Saturday before Fathers Day, but
decided that’s all too close. Instead we are having a Fly/feed/scale comp/night fly on the first
Saturday in November. Kind of hoping this is a family thing - we might even have a spit roast.
Reminder to members that haven’t rejoined. The big discussion came about because of the
ongoing saga with an ex-members Intellectual Property request. To protect VARMS the
webmaster will agree that the work he does belongs to VARMS, and that all photos submitted will
need a ”permission for VARMS to use” or Steve will e-mail back such a request. Same with
articles (VARMS isn’t asking for exclusive use - just the protection that they can’t be withdrawn).
“Solid” stuff donated to the club, ie, fridge, BBQ tables, wall pictures, models, and magazines and
books. Here we decided to have 2 options, gift or loan. The item will get a sticker on it, and a
mention in Aspectivity for record purposes. These procedures should protect both VARMS and
the member concerned.
The last thing we discussed is other users using our shed, i.e. Electric flight group and Birthday
parties were the things we had in mind. All present were in favour as long as they look after our
stuff.

Lovely Schweizer 1-26 by Chris Carpenter. Colin Collyer photo.
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Meeting Minutes

Roger Stevenson

VARMS Club Annual General Meeting & General Meeting held Friday 08 July, 2011
at GWPS Primary school Hall, High Street Rd. Glen Waverley.
Meeting Comm. 8.10.pm - Apologies – Bruce Perry, Graeme Hollis & Peter Cossins

Club General Meeting
President Colin Collyer
Correspondence In: VMAA Exec. Meet notes for June 2011.
Correspondence Out. –Nil.
VMAA Trophy 2011 – Member medals :Presentation made to Steve McKenzie for Scale
Aerobatics and Most Unusual Model.
1)“Meet & Greet” Segment.
a) Jamie Draffin
Occupation - Brick laying trade . Joined VARMS some 15 years ago Favorite model
”Sport Ricochet” Favorite VARMS experience – achieving “Bronze Wings”. Current
interests glider & power.
b) Steve Malcman.
Occupation – Computer analyst. Joined VARMS in 1992-3. Favorite model – ¼ scale
Cessna Favorite VARMS experience – flying at Camperdown.

2) Aspectivity Distribution
Call for members to notify Bruce Collins of email address, if not on Club email List database.
3) Aspectivity Articles – thanks member for contributions – keep them coming!
Committee reports.
4) Treasurer - Ian Pearson
Nothing unusual over past month - $xxxx currently in Club working acc.
5) Registrar – Bruce Clapperton. – Club Membership cards are being produced and
progressively posted out.
6) Special Interest Groups
a) Club Aerotow – Report by Danny Malcman – cold conditions –but busy day last event, with
one massive thermal enjoyed by most.
b) Competition Reports – Alan Mayhew.
Report on World HL Glider contest – currently under way-top Aussie scorer –Brett Anthony.
7) Club Slope Soaring days – Bruce Clapperton.
Club Slope day this coming Sunday at Kilcunda – ring Bruce’s mobile on the day for final details.
8) Club Field Issues – Martin Hopper – nothing happening due to wet weather.
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9) AGM Door & Member prizes
Reg. Neville – Multiplex Easy Glider Pro electric assist glider.
Frank O’Neill – Multiplex “Xeno” flying wing.
10) Club Member Awards 2011
a) Stan Mason Award – Geoff Trone
b) Clubman Award – Brian Spencer.

Brian receiving Clubman of the Year award

11) “Show & Tell” Segment.
i) Glen Salisbury –“ Scarab”- Electric helicopter variant (similar to co-axial helicopter) – platform
for “Go Pro” mini camera.
ii) Danny Malcman – Light aircraft replica pedal car – comes in partial kit form – 15 variants
avail. – airframe made up by Danny - working propeller and joy stick for steering. – plus
steerable wheeled dolly.

General meeting ended 8.30 p.m.
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Annual General Meeting Minutes
Thanks to Colin & Max - Rousing vote of thanks to Colin Collyer & Max Haysom for their efforts
in securing our Club field and establishing our new Club House.
Meeting Agenda as per typed Agenda produced
Minutes of AGM on 9 July 2010 read out by Secretary – no alterations and minutes unanimously
accepted by member present, for inclusion in Club records.
Declaration of 2011/2012 Committee
Colin Collyer
Max Haysom
Roger Stevenson
Ian Pearson
Bruce Clapperton.
Glenn Salisbury
Alan Mayhew
Geoff Moore
Ray Douma
Steve Tester

President
Vice-President/Site Liaison
Secretary
Treasurer
Registrar
Aspectivity Editor
Contest Director
Heli Group Rep.
Sport Power Rep.
Club Webmaster
Treasurers Report

Audited annual accounts produced for perusal.
Funds spent to date on Club house - $xxxx (incl. donation by Knox City Council.)
Club Investment $xxx re-invested – maturing 30.06.2012 – approx $xxx on maturity.
Letter of thanks to be sent to Auditor for his input.
AGM Meeting ended 9.00 pm.
Next Club General Meeting – Friday 12 August 2011 at GWPS Primary School Hall,
commencing at 8 pm.

Flying Event Calendar
Name

Date/s

Location

Further Info

VARMS Training
Slope Fun Day
VARMS Training
Scale Aerotow
Aerotow Clinic

14/8/2011
21/8/2011
28/8/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011*

VARMS Glider Field
TBA
VARMS Glider Field
VARMS Glider Field
VARMS Glider Field

VARMS
Bruce Clapperton
VARMS
VARMS
VARMS

* tentative
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Important Notice
The construction works for the Eastern Recreation Precinct Project are at an advanced stage with
completion expected in early 2012.
The site is entering a phase where, under the OH&S requirements, restricted access needs to be
enforced over the total site from the entry gate on George Street and not confined to just the contractors’
temporary fenced areas. This will be the case for the next 2-3 months where multiple contractors and
bodies will be on the total site for the provision of all utility services to both the soccer and basketball
facilities. Over this period there will be only limited access to the site; however, if people deem it
necessary to visit the site, contact must be made with the Project Manager – ERP, Pat Meehan, on
extension 234 for both registration and induction under OH&S. For any request to visit at least 3 clear
working days advanced notice must be provided, and dependent upon the work commitments on site, the
request may not necessarily be approved. Where approval is given standard safety equipment, such as
safety vest and footwear, must be worn. All persons must be accompanied by the Project Manager –
ERP, or nominated Council site personnel.
Knox City C

Pat Meehan
Project Manager - ERP

As you can gather, it is important that we don't breech this restricted access. For us it means not using
the George St Access at any time, and also collecting any wayward models from East of our grass patch.
If you have a wayward incident, go around (yes, out our regular gate and in through the George St
entrance) to the site office and have it sorted for you, I'm sure you will get a good result if you follow
protocol.
It would not do our case any good at all if the union blew the whistle as a result of us breaking protocol.
Thanks
Col Collyer

Vintage glider at Bordertown ’09. Photo by Colin Collyer.
Colin was questioning why he took this photo. Anyone care to guess?
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Editor

Glenn Salisbury

Welcome to the August issue of Aspectivity. Lots of content, so very little for me to say except
thank-you to all who have contributed.
If you want to view some videos model & full-size aircraft, please visit my You Tube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/user/ozskunkworx

Standard Operating Times for VARMS Glider Field:

Mon
8am-Noon (power)
Dawn-Noon (glider)
Noon-5pm (AEST) (power)
Noon-5pm (AEDST) (power)
Noon-Dusk (glider)

*Aerotow:
Clubrooms:

Tue

Power Glider

Glider

Wed

Thur

Power Glider

Power Glider

Fri

Sat

Sun

Power Power Glider

Power Glider

Glider

Glider

First Saturday each month, 12.00 Noon till 5.00 pm
Glider means gliders and electric assist
All days 7.00 am till 11.00 pm

For queries or problems regarding this timetable, please contact Max Haysom or Colin Collyer.

The Keyboard
Your frequency key should have your full name written clearly on it so that you can be easily recognised and
contacted in case of a frequency clash. Mobile phone number on the key is a good idea too, in case you have
departed and left your key in the board thus stopping someone else using that frequency. Members using 2.4 GHz
sets should still insert a standard key in the appropriate section of the keyboard.

Please send articles & photos for
publication to

glenn@aussieland.net
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Lipo (Lithium Polymer ) fire risk; is it real?

Daniel Malcman

I must admit that I was a tad skeptical about the widespread reports of Lipo battery fires until I
experienced one myself. My skepticism was mainly due to the propagation of inaccurate
information regarding the bogus NiCad memory effect, where most consumers were led to believe
(and still do) that the so called memory effect was factual. I had a lot to do with the application and
maintenance programs of the various battery technologies whilst employed in the electrical
engineering department of what is now known as CASA.
I suspect there may be other people who are not convinced of the potential destructive power of
the Lipo battery, I wanted to make others aware of what I have experienced.
In March 2009 I set up a 3 cell 2200 mAh on charge over a piece of cement sheet (soft sheet) on
my work bench, with a generous cleared area around the battery and I went upstairs to do
something. My son Steve who lives downstairs, heard the fire alarm warning in the garage and
immediately alerted me of the fire. The garage by then was filled with smoke; part of the battery
was found burning on the garage floor, whilst the remains were still burning on the work bench.
After dowsing the burning remains with a powder fire extinguisher, disconnecting the source of
power, opening the garage doors to purge the air, assessment of the damage was then made.
Damage was limited to:
1.
2.
3.

Burned face on the battery charger
Set of foam wings cores laying on my work bench which were ready to skin, ended up not
salvageable due to a big hole melted by the heat
Garage needing a good clean up

What saved the house?
1.
2.

A functional fire alarm
My son Steve was close enough to hear the alarm and respond in time

Lessons learned;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Lipo fire risk is real
Lipo’s burn with high ferocity
Lipo’s must be housed in a suitable container or a dedicated “Lipo Sack” whilst being charged
Do not leave Lipo’s unattended whilst charging
Do invest in a smoke fire alarm
Do invest in a powder fire extinguisher
Do use a Lipo balancer
Do not charge inside the car or engine compartment, use an extension cable and lay the Lipo
sack on the ground

Suitable containers for Lipo’s during charging
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dedicated Lipo Sack
Metal toolbox (empty)
Specially made enclosure, lined with cement sheet and / or painted with fire retarding paint
(Boric Acid)
the container must have some form of an expansion chamber, otherwise it could become a
bomb.
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Slope Fun Days

Bruce Clapperton

Weekend slope soaring is on again this winter from July to October. These events are for anyone
who likes to chuck a model off a mountain but can’t go during the week.
Never tried slope soaring before? This is your chance to come along on a weekend and have a
go. We have a club plane set up with Buddy Box for beginners.
Bring plenty of warm clothes all the models in your hangar - thermal, foam, electric, whatever - as
you never know what the weather conditions may turn out to be like. If you are keen to buy
something then good beginner slope models are basically anything made of EPP foam. Club
member Colin Smith has supplied the club slope trainer and can sell you a kit. Other options are
the models from Canterbury Sailplanes like the Eraser (Aileron, elevator) or Eaglet (rudder,
elevator). Even so, your average sport electric model with Ailerons will do quite well on the slope,
and you can fly all day without having to charge the batteries!
For those of us who can at least do a roll and a loop, these low key fun days are a chance to
build up you skills so that you can enter the “VMAA Victorian State Slope Championships” in
October. Now that might sound like a big scary competition, but mostly it’s just the regular bunch
of keen VARMS slope soarers having an enjoyable day out (ie. Not doing the gardening back
home). If you come to a few Sunday Slope days we can train you up to do two loops, a roll, fly
upside down for 5 seconds, two stall turns, a spin, and some optional manoeuvres.
On the day, you need to call my mobile phone after 7.30am to find out where (of even if) we are
going. The number is 0438 644 867. As a general rule N-NW and S winds mean Kilcunda. S-SW
mean Glenfern Rd, SE mean Tucks Road Flinders. Mount Hollowback is the best site, but it is a
long way to go, so I’ve only scheduled one fun day there.
Now that you are all enthusiastic you can let me know you are interested by sending an email to
bruce.clapperton@rocketmail.com, or catching up at a Friday night meeting. I will send out a
reminder for each event a week before to everyone on my regular VARMS trophy list, plus any
extra people who get in touch.
Dates are as follows:
Sunday August 21th (venue TBA)
Sunday September 18th (Mt Hollowback)
Sunday October 16rd (VMAA slope champs) Mt Hollowback
Sunday October 30th (VMAA slope champs backup date if required) Mt Hollowback.
See you on the Mountain and at the Field, Bruce

Please send articles & photos for
publication to

glenn@aussieland.net
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Aerotow Clinic

Daniel Malcman

Aerotowing R/C scale glider aeroplanes would have to be the closest thing to emulating the
practice of aerotowing full scale sailplanes. Aerotowing is not only most enjoyable but also by
far the safest method to launch scale gliders.
If you are one of those individuals who for a long time wanted to give aerotowing a go but for
whatever reasons were not able to do so, VARMS we would like to give you the opportunity to
achieve this through the upcoming aerotowing clinic.
You will need to bring yourself preferably with a suitable model, if you don’t have a model
ready, do not let this stop you from coming along to the clinic session, where many of your
questions will be answered.
We will begin with a show and tell style instruction class starting at 10:00 am, covering the
basics, equipping you with the necessary know how and confidence to move on to the next
stage.
Aerotowing proper will begin at 12:00 noon, where there will be an experienced 'buddy' at your
side to ensure that all goes well on your first flight.
Tentative dates are 3rd September or 1st October 2011, this will prepare you for the busy
summer season packed with scale aerotow events starting late in October.

PSS Airbus A380 during a low pass over Korumburra. Glenn Salisbury photo.
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All things old are new again……

Ian Badenoch

I turn on the TV to watch the Channel 9 news and more importantly, the weather forecast.
Most people don’t bother with Australia Post (snail mail), they use email etc, but I have no
computer, so I watch the TV (snail weather?) instead of www.BOM.com.au. “Partly cloudy, with
southerly winds up to 20kts” Perfect! Spirit? Check. T-Bird? Check. Vantage? Check. Slope
Rico? Check. Only one vacant space left in the car: the drivers seat!
Next morning I went outside and looked the trees. According to the Beaufort wind scale
(Smiddy!), I gauged that the wind was about 11-16 knots (small branches are moving). Pack
everything in the car (don’t forget the transmitter!), and trundle off to Glenfern Road. I was
there at about 1pm, a bit early for this slope, and no-one else was there. I had a few good
flights with the Spirit in testing conditions; the lift was fickle and you had to go looking for it.
Lindsey Henderson turns up. “How’s the lift?”. “Patchy” I said. He gets his symmetrical profiled
machine (a foam wing of around half a metre in span – I think it had a carbon spar) out of the
car, complete with part of the fuz separated from the mould line. That didn’t matter, on landing
it caught a tuft of grass and broke (next time I saw him it had a brand new fuselage). No
drama. He gets his Flinger type plane with an all up weight of around 13 ounces) that has an
undercambered wing and runs on the smell of an oily rag. More people turned up and soon
there were about 5 people testing their flying skills in the weak lift.
Before this Lindsey suddenly dropped to his knees and continued flying and doing an excellent
job of it. “were you praying for some lift?”, I asked. “No”, was the response. I later found out
that the poor sod has fused vertebrae in his lower back & neck and that’s the only way he can
gain some relief from his pain. As the day went on, the lift improved and Tom, Ken and others
turned up. Tom with his Prelude, and other thermal gliders that he has, got some good flights
gaining plenty of height. Good enough I thought, I can try the T-Bird and see how she goes
with the reduced rudder throws. I accomplished this by drilling my own hole (why?, there were
no original holes in the servo arm that close to the screw that secures the arm to the servo).
Ralphie’s (Ralph Learmont of Southern Sailplanes – Ed) coupling for the T-Bird is that a single servo
arm controls both the aileron and rudder. Now that means less drag, because the more rudder
throw you have, the more that the control surface comes into play and the plane will turn more,
but at the expense of drag. So a reduced throw will give you less drag, so then your ailerons
will work better, not hindered by the extra drag you had with the rudder at it’s original
deflection. (Ian Slack’s idea to improve aileron response). You’ve got to have enough dihedral
angle to suit rudder control alone, but have the angle also reduce enough to suit the ailerons
too! Otherwise the ailerons wont work as well as they should. Well, it flew like a dream until I
cartwheeled it. One of the alignment pins on the wing got pushed in and after taking it back to
the top of the slope, I also found that the fin post was broken in the centre (it was a decent
crash).
At home I cut the underside (thanks to Ralph for the suggestion) of the wing after drawing two
lines; one at the front, and the other at the rear of the hole where the pin should protrude (it
must have got frostbite from Glenfern Rd and it went inside to get warm) to give me an idea of
where the pin should be, (so you don’t make a pin-cushion of your wings when you go to find
where the red tube should exit. Sorry! I forgot that’s when you are making the wings! Sorry,
Ralphie’s idea!), so I don’t have to guess.
Cut along the lines carefully, checking now and then to see if you haven’t cut too far along (by
prodding carefully in between the lines drawn on the bottom skin. If the knife doesn’t go far
down the alignment pin is directly underneath. If it goes a long way down then you’ve passed
the pin. Remove the material until you can see the pin. Push the pin slowly back into its correct
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position (10mm protruding, Ralph!!) If there is no gap (at the back of the pin, the gap that you
get after pushing the pin back into its correct position) when the pin is pushed, you’ll have to
cut along the drawn lines more and scoop out the foam. Then, get some 5mm thick balsa,
mark 5mm, then cut along the grain so you have a 5mm square about 20mm long. Put this into
the gap, all the way to the top skin and mark it so it is level to the bottom skin (this piece will
prevent the pin from being pushed in again!) Get some foam from an old wing core jacket,
break it into small pieces, and push it into where you have taken material out. Once satisfied,
take this out and put it aside until later. Get some Glad-Bake, put it over where you have cut
and trace two lines onti the Glad-Bake (where the two dawn lines were before you cut the
piece out. Put this Glad-Bake with the drawn lines on it, onto fresh (when’s the use-by date?)
balsa following the grain. Cut this out with a sharp knife. It should be a good fit. Get everything
ready – 5 min epoxy sets quick! Prod the epoxy with a wire to get it to flow down around both
side of the pin (Ralphie!), put the 5mm square balsa into the gap, followed by the foam and the
cut out section of skin and hold until it sets. Just prior to setting wipe away any excess epoxy
(er? Ralphie? Not again?). Once cured, sand back to profile and re-cover. Phew! The fin post
was easy – it was a close-fitting break. (thank god). Give her some Cyano (not Dynamo!)
Dynamo is for cloth, but sound similar to Cyano (Ha, ha!) and she’s done. After some
adjustments to the ailerons to get equal throw on both sides and reasonably smooth, she’s
back in the air! And flies well! Back to the slope, the lift was good, but the promised 20 knots
didn’t eventuate. A bit disappointing, so I had to suffice flying the Spirit. It’s a good plane but
the T-Bird is better.
Back to Glenfern, this guys pulls out around 2.5m span thin, tapered, flat bottom wing plane
and I thought it should fly good. I can’t remember if he checked that the flight controls were
moving the same as the stick movement that was given. He launched, the plane was flying
good; his luck was in. Transmitter to plane:…”turn right”, plane pilot: “Wilco”.
Transmitter…….Ground-Control to Major Tom, you’re circuit’s dead, there’s something
wrong!....Oh look! Something black with white markings! A magpie? No! Glenfern Road.
Smack! Pilot and plane hit Glenfern Road; the runway lines, white paint on the road to help him
come home, were useless. The pilot survived the crash; the car stopped in time. The fuz was
undamaged, but the wing was broken. The plane could have gone through the car
windscreen!! I dashed out and retrieved the plane (complete with broken wing). I asked the
transmitter (the man holding it), if he is a member of VARMS. He says no, meaning no
insurance. Another member said to the tranny “good luck”. I thought he needs more than
luck…. He tried later on to fly his remaining plane. It was flying, then full up elevator to counter
a small down movement on his plane , coupled with right rudder, stalled the plane and it
plummeted to the ground, not the road (thankfully), since he was smart enough to walk further
down the slope this time…..He had absolutely no idea how to fly. Talk about being ultra-stupid!
On a different note, I thought that I would have a look through a music book with arrangement
for the classical guitar (to play it) from composers such as Chopin, Bach, Mozart etc, thinking
that I might try and play some and I looked at the back (I’ve got Vol 3), and there’s 4 volumes
in the set. Anyway, I was looking at the back, interested in what some of the pieces names
were and Vol 4 has “Sugar Plum Fairy” by Tchaikovsky; thinking is that also in “Nutcracker for
Guitar?”, another of Tchaikovsy’s works. Lo and behold it is there. I was reading the music in
my head, both time & melody wise. Geez! That would sound good. I looked at the other pieces
to see if there was some more that I would like, and there it was! A good piece of music? No!
May 2006, Issue #388 of Aspectivity, with a photo of a glider wing, with the caption “Just what
is this interesting waggly bit?” It belongs to Colin Smith’s plane: why would you build a scale
flying wing? He had lots of trouble getting it right; fixing the wing to the fuz to stop them
fluttering through mild manoeuvres coz he only taped the wings to the fuz to hold them on. He
got “Rigid bolts anchoring the wings to the fuz” (Colin Smith’s transcript). Also “using the belt
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and brace approach another inboard bolt was added” (Colin’s words again). It was tested on
Thursday the 4th April 2006 at Kilcunda with a 20 knot northwesterly, and according to Colin
“the modifications, although not scale, worked a treat – not a hint of flutter even at high speed”.
Colin took some photos of the wing with my camera on 8/8/2010 @ 2.54pm with, Oh No!, a
waggling (broken) wing. I know it’s the same plane, because Aspectivity and my photo has the
same rego number on one wing – CF-ZOK-X. What a shame – all that hard work…….

Gary Mac & Ian Slack (ah, the poetry…) preparing for a Chiropractic visit at Swan Hill. Andy smith photo

29 and 36 MHz Transmitter Certification
Unfortunately the attempt to arrange certification at a Club Meeting did not take place due to
an unforeseen problem. We apologise for any inconvenience. VARMS and Peter Cossins
have arranged a two week “window” where current members can take their transmitters in for
certification and pay half price ($10 for first unit and $5 each for any other Txs).
To take advantage of this special offer, please ring Peter on 9801 2778 and organise a
mutually convenient time to come to Peter’s home. Most days except Wednesday, evenings at
7-7.30pm. The “window” is during the two weeks following the next General Meeting, August
12. You should bring your current membership card along.
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are still

Training Dates
14th & 28th July
Training radio
Frequencies are:
641, 643 & 645
VARMS Training is
kindly sponsored by:
Hyperion Australia

Mowing Roster
Bruce Robinson
Graeme Hollis
Martin Hopper
Robert Kassell
Henri Wohlmuth
Jim Baker

9887 8996
9739 4886
9873 8256
9795 1330
9764 1921
9803 2185

Aug (early)
Aug (late)
Sep (early)
Sep (late)
Oct (early)
Oct (late)

Geoff Moore (Heliport)
98022044
Max Koludrovic (Runways & Pits)

Any Problems with the field, ring

Martin Hopper
9873 8256

Our special thanks to Kelly & Ian Costello from the
Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre, Glen
Waverley.
Also to Bruce Robinson for collecting and bringing it all
to the meetings each month
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article.
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the view of VARMS Inc. Editor or Printer.
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content.
President
VP & Site Liaison
Secretary
Treasurer
Contest Director
Editor
Ordinary Member
Registrar
Heli Group Rep
Sports Power Rep
Webmaster

Colin Collyer
Max Haysom
Roger Stevenson
Ian Pearson
Alan Mayhew
Glenn Salisbury
Martin Hopper
Bruce Clapperton
Geoff Moore
Ray Douma
Steve Tester

VARMS Web Site:
Current Members:

9561 9097
9801 3899
9830 8293
5996 5019
9887 7885
9404 2157
9873 8256
9803 3108
9802 2044
0409 356515
9724 9728

http://www.varms.org.au – for up to date info on VARMS

If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA,so that we can maintain
the correct addressing of this Newsletter.
If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our activities, please contact
the Secretary, or other Committee member.

Potential Members:

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc.
Organisation No. A0001504U
Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
The World Air Sports Federation

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modelers who were interested in building and flying
radio controlled gliders. Members fly at many places, but have a home field on High Street Road, Wantirna
South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to all and are held on Sunday mornings,
generally on a fortnightly basis. Exact dates and times are posted on the filed entrance gate.
VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australian.
VARMS organizes regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of radio
controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas.
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) – at the Glen
Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on the corner of
High Street Road and Springvale Road) Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors are welcome. Formalities are
usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all modelers and a light supper, suppliers by
Bakers Delight, The Glen Shopping Centre.
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